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i have tried several times to get this product. in the process of installing and installing i get an error. then it
will work and work correctly but not a one time instance. this has been the case. i have the trial software but i
cannot download it either. can i get a key that will let me download it. i have no support on this product. can
you help me? i am driving myself crazy. i have tried 8 different computers. i have given up on this product. i
had a key and this worked for years but now i don't know what happened. how do i get this program. i have

read everything on the forum and i can't get anywhere. please help me. my husband is impatient with it and i
have lost my patience as well. thanks for any help. yet, my files were still converted and burned to disc fine.

only after copying the folder structure of my documents and uploads back to the server did the software start
burning the files again. again, this is not normal it appears the software wants to store all of your data on it's
own server rather than the one on your computer. if you delete your user files then use the product it is just
like going through the first setup again. please advise roxio that you cannot change the install folder to the
my documents folder. i'm not sure how i would be able to upgrade my program if i constantly have to re-

install it due to this problem. please fix this asap with the standard installer. i'm going to have to uninstall and
reinstall the software. i went to file this problem as a bug. when i tried to do that the bugs that appeared were

the same ones i wrote in 2011. what happened in 2010 at the end of 2010 i do not know. but this software
seems to have a problem every year and no one seems to be able to fix it. that sucks. i cannot promote this

software or make money with this software. i can't even get a refund. not to mention i got burned by a
program that costs more then most of my personal computers and i can't even run the program.
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this app is old and uses
outdated methods of

burning. it took me a long
time to find out how to
replace the downloaded
keys for a more updated
version. i would like to

have a major update done.
corel support was a waste
of time. it took them days
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to respond to me and then
the answer was "no

answer". hmmmm.. maybe
i should have bought a

refund. i'm using corel so i
don't really use roxio, but i
needed to do a re-install

and since roxio didn't have
my old installation files i
needed to get them from

my old installation. i'm not
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sure what went wrong but
corel doesn't seem to have
as much support as it used
to and the comments are

so misleading. i can't even
figure out where to find the
product key anymore. the
bottom of the page has

"download the roxio
software package bundle".
i clicked on that and it just
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brought me back to the
home page with no

download option. well, at
least roxio doesn't have

the same annoying human
support in the instructions.

it's like i'm the only one
with a problem in the
whole world. hi. i have
reinstalled my copy of

roxio creator every time i
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have changed my hard
drive. the two drives i have

used at that time were
blown. i bought the

software from a dealer.
they sold me a 6 month

license. this software
worked very well. i tried to

download the software,
saw the error message in
the pop-up message box
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and that was it. they did
not sell me anything to
solve this problem. i am
really upset. i had done

very well with this
software. i can't seem to

find out how to get my old
settings back and i would
like to know how to pay to
get a key to download it

again. i hate this program.
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i feel i was ripped off. i
can't seem to find this in
the help file or anywhere.
thanks for any help you

can give me. also i did get
off the forum from the web
page mentioned above and
the graphics in the upper
left corner are different
from the forum. some of

the commands seem to be
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different. just so you know
the links are broken.
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